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911 What’s your emergency?
There’s a gunman inside the store WE NEED HELP NOW!
No Audio: 5 minutes earlier
Do anything last weekend? 
Uh huh.
What’s going to be the solution by the time we... 
Okay thank you I appreciate it.
Actually I think he’s got an old, he’s got a truck I don’t know if your daughter would be interested. 
(Gunfire)
Um…
Yeah.
Now has she figured out which college she wants to go to?
911 What’s your emergency?
We need help. There’s a gunman inside the store. He is shooting the place up. WE NEED HELP NOW.
The issues that we found… 
(Gunfire)
Okay Emily, see what that is. See what’s going on. Just let us know what you find.
There is a man with a gun.
Against the wall. Lights, Lights. Lock it.
(Pounding on the door)
There you go. 
There is a guy with a gun, he’s shooting.
James we don’t have time for this.
Look, NO LOOK!
(Gunshot)
Run, Run, Run! To the right! To the Right to the loading dock!
Come on, this way this way this way.
Oh no, come back.
Yeah, in here, in here.
The Gunman’s coming!
What are we going to do?
We’re gonna have to defend ourselves.
I can’t do this.
You’re gonna see your daughter tonight.
Okay, we are all going to go home tonight.
Alright, we have a right to defend ourselves.
Get the gun! Get the gun!
Hold him down! Hold him down!
(Siren)
(Screeching Brakes)
I’m so glad you’re okay. 
Yes. We’re all going to go home. Everybody’s going home. Yeah.
No Audio: You deserve to survive
If you ever have the misfortune to be in an active shooter event, you deserve to survive. 
No Audio: What you do matters
In our research, we have found that the actions the potential victims take during these events are critical to their survival. We have identified three options that have proven effective in many events. These are: avoid the attacker, deny the attacker access to your area, defend yourself. It is a personal decision, but you have a right to do so. 
Avoiding the attacker starts with being aware of your surroundings at all times and knowing what is going on around you. 
If you see or hear something that looks suspicious, take action. For example, the stocker too immediate and effective action to protect himself when he observed the shooter pulling out weapons from the bag. 
Others however hesitated and this hesitation can cost them valuable time that they could have used to get away from the threat. 
If you hear something that is or could be gunfire, start trying to get away from it as soon as possible. Gunfire has a distinctive sound, inside of buildings the sound can be muffled or distorted. A single loud bang could be a person dropping something or even thunder. But repeated loud bangs are much more likely to be gunfire. 
(Gunshot)
Additionally, look at the reaction of others. Are they startled, or scared, are they running? What are they saying? Anyone of these events individually may create denial, but when put together should create a heightened awareness and stimulate an immediate response. 
It is important that you know how to get out, the situation will be chaotic and rapidly changing. In general, you will want to go to the nearest exit. But you must also understand that the closest exit may not be accessible or safe to use. If this is the case, go to a different exit. While avoiding the threat consider the uses of cover and concealment. Cover offers protection from gunfire, while concealment minimizes your exposure to the attacker. Try to keep objects between you and the attacker. 
No Audio: Avoid - Be aware of your surroundings - Do not hesitate - Go to the closest, safe exit
If you can’t avoid the attacker, sometimes the best option would be to deny the attacker access to your location. In many locations, this can be accomplished by closing and locking a door, such as they did in the meeting room. Locking the door has proven effective in many attacks. 
If the door does not have a lock, you can place heavy objects in front of it. Remember barricades work best if the door opens towards you, If it doesn’t use things that are readily available such as straps, belts, or objects that can be used to block or secure the door to make it difficult for the attacker to enter the room. This may at least slow the attacker down and give you time to identify alternate means of escape, such as adjoining rooms or windows. When attempting to deny access to your location, you will want to make it appear that there is no one in your area. Lock doors, turn of the lights, silence your phones and get out of sight. Your attempt to deny the attacker access to your location might fail. 
Deny – Keep the attacker away from you - Lock doors, lights off, out of sight – Have a back-up plan	
The Gunman’s coming!
What are we going to do?
We’re gonna have to defend ourselves.
Have a back-up plan about what you will do. In many cases this may be to defend yourself. You need to be in a place where you can act if the attacker comes into your location. In most rooms you will line up against the same wall that the door is on, near the door so you can react, but not directly in front of it. 
If you are unable to avoid or deny, your best option may be to defend yourself,   by using whatever is available. In a situation where someone is attempting to kill you, you have the legal right to defend yourself. Attack weak spots such as eyes, throat, and groin. Fight to the best of your ability, and do not quit until the attacker is stopped. This is what the workers in the warehouse did when they were unable to avoid the attacker, and felt their lives were in immediate danger. 
No Audio: Defend - You have the right - Do not fight fair - Be aggressive
Whatever option you choose, call 911 as soon as you are in a safe location. Provide any information that you know. The operator will ask you a lot of questions. If you don’t know the answer, don’t guess. Just say you don’t know and only state the facts. 
No I just heard screaming and gunshots.
I don’t know how many there are.
What, I can’t hear you, can you say that again?
I’m not sure, there’s three of us in the room. 
This will be a complex situation and we can’t tell you what you should do in every case. What we can do is provide you with information about the options that we have found to be most effective for surviving these attacks. The ultimate choice is yours. What you do matters.
Avoid the attacker.
Deny access to your location.
Defend yourself.
Law enforcement will be entering a chaotic scene with limited information. Their first priority will be to stop the threat to your safety. The police may not know where or who the threat is. Listen and comply with their commands immediately. 
Pull it down, pull it down, put it down sir.
Both of you on the ground.
Police are trained to look at people’s hands to assess threats. Do not have anything in your hands that could be perceived as a weapon, such as a cell phone.
Show me your hands sir. Show me your hands. Move to us. Everybody keep your hands up please. Walk out the door.
If told to do so, stay where you are, and do not make sudden movements. Again follow all commands. 
No Audio: When police arrive - Follow commands - Show your hands - Do not move
Remember, what you do matters. 
Avoid the attacker.
Deny access to your location. 
Defend yourself.
Remember ADD, you can survive. 
No Audio: For more information – www.AvoidDenyDefend.org or get the free mobile app: AvoidDenyDefend TM
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